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REVIEW

A bonus of equipment selection in the days 
of vinyl mastering was that once the 
cutting lathe was chosen the manufacturer 
supplied a rig replete with useful extras — 

faders, meters, elliptical EQs, and the very important 
Mid/Side matrix. The modern mastering engineer 
who’s made the commitment to analogue now has 
many options for acquiring vintage or reproduction-
classic EQs and compressors, but the administrative 
electronics necessary to join them together are more 
elusive. Now SPL, maker of the high-fidelity 120V 
(Class A) MMC1 Mastering console as used by  
Bob Ludwig (Resolution V9.2), has come up with a 
cost-effective solution for mastering engineers with 
lesser budgets.

The M/S Master (€1449) has balanced XLR stereo 
I-Os, and switchable Mid and Side balanced sends 
and returns. This means that conventional stereo 
EQs and compressors can be hooked up, chained if 
necessary, with left channel used for Mid and right 
for Side. The Mid and Side sends each have relay 
operated insert switches, and the entire M/S unit is 
taken out of circuit with the Active button on the far 
right of the front panel. A clever part of the concept 
is that, when the Active blue LED is not illuminated, 
the stereo processors inserted on the rear are relay-
ed over for Left-Right operation once more. So a 
small mastering room can do without an expensive 
and potentially signal-degrading patchbay: the entire 
Matrix configuration can simply be buttoned out if 
more conventional stereo work is preferred, without 
any replugging of EQs and compressors.

The M and S sections have mute buttons, which 
is useful when setting up processing. The Mid section 
has a balance and (attenuation only) trim control. The 
Side section has a Stereo Width control: neutral when 
at 0 (around 2 o’ clock), +2dB when fully to the right 
and off when fully to the left. Side also has a Filter, 
offering low shelving boost or cut below 2kHz or, 
with the Low Range button engaged, below 800Hz. 
A lot of indie material I receive for mastering has 
extremely boomy Side signals — normally as a result 
of ill-chosen and un-EQed stereo virtual instruments 

or default settings on reverb plug-ins. 
The SPL filter is just the ticket, unless a more 

comprehensive EQ is Side-inserted. The mysteriously 
captioned Float Off button, when engaged, prevents a 
reduced level signal created from L & R being mixed 
in with the Side signal. Reasons advanced by SPL 
in the pleasantly informative manual for actually 
wanting this signal added are ease of auditioning/
adjusting Side EQ and avoiding negative phase. 
Neither idea seems particularly compelling, and I 
found leaving this signal mixed in just muddied the 
sound. The output control, next to the VU meters, 
gives a -16dB to +4dB trim of the overall signal.

I wanted to like this unit as it has cleverly 
thought-out functionality and seemed well-suited 
to a mastering engineer with a couple of good, but 
not wallet-busting, analogue outboard pieces. It’s 
quick and easy to set up the desired M/S balance, 
although I found the device benefits from a cautious 
approach to the level of signal feeding it. Whether we 
approve or not, high gain and elevated signal level 
is a key reason most mastering engineers make the 
decision to work analogue these days. I found that 
I had to use an extra line gain device in the sends 
when I tried some vintage Telefunken EQs linked by 
the M/S Master: part of the funky sound of these 
old inductor-equipped EQs, especially at the high 
frequencies, depends on a generous drive signal, 
which the SPL was not able to provide. I believe I’m 
not being too unfair, as plenty of modern mid-budget 
D-A convertors do have sufficient welly to drive 
vintage devices. More disappointingly, I found that 
I frequently preferred ‘straight through’ stereo rather 
than M/S treatment with the SPL. The impression 
was of a lack of power or dynamics, even when 
test-tone setup had proved the SPL chain had a level 
playing field for audition. In the end I popped the top 
off the M/S Master and discovered all the internal 
work is being done by 26 TL071s, a venerable 
JFET OP Amp. Both AD and BurrBrown produce 
similar but better devices with higher slew rates, 
indeed TI themselves make an updated version (the 
TL051) which has better performance for around 

double the money. I can imagine the very difficult 
manufacturing decisions that are made at this price-
point, but I would happily swap the VU meters, 
switches -– even the Side filter — for a little extra 
fidelity from this unit.

There is a reason that Mid/Side processing is 
sometimes described as an advanced mastering 
technique: done badly -– as countless cheap plug-
ins have demonstrated -– the effect is worse than 
the plain stereo. I can see the SPL M/S Master being 
useful where it’s imperative or desirable to derive an 
M/S signal in a cost-effective manner in the analogue 
domain — feeding a hardware mp3 encoder for live 
streaming or taming ambience on a pair of mics 
hoisted high in a concert hall, for example. n
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PRos Thoughtful provision of facilities; good 
layout; a proper manual; one of the very 
few reasonably priced analogue m/s 
matrices available.

An incremental improvement in audio 
quality would do the concept better 
justice.

The Transpressor combines sPL’s 
transient designer with a ‘twin core’ 

compressor in a single channel unit. 
There’s a very useful sidechain filter 
for the compressor and a mix control 
enables parallel compression. The 
Transient Designer effect can be 
buttoned in and out, and positioned 
before or after the compression section. 
The latter benefits from full Threshold, 
Attack, Release and make-up controls, 
and there’s a socket on the rear for 
stereo linking.
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